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ABSTRACT
The intracluster medium of a galaxy cluster often shows an extended quasi-spiral structure, accen-
tuated by tangential discontinuities known as cold fronts (CFs). These discontinuities are thought to
isolate between low-entropy, high-metallicity gas inside (i.e., below) the CF that was lifted from the
center of the cluster by some radial factor fi, and high-entropy, low-metallicity gas outside the CF that
was pushed inward by a factor fo. We find broad support for such a picture, by comparing the entropy
and metallicity discontinuities with the respective azimuthal averages, using newly deprojected ther-
mal profiles in clusters A2029, A2142, A2204 and Centaurus, supplemented by deprojected CFs from
the literature. In particular, the mean advection factors fK and fZ , inferred respectively from entropy
and metallicity, strongly correlate (R = 0.7+0.2−0.3) with each other, consistent with large-scale advec-
tion. However, unlike sloshing simulations, in which the inside/outside phases are an inflow/outflow
settling back to equilibrium after a violent perturbation, our results are more consistent with an out-
flow/inflow, with the fast, MachMi ∼ 0.8 gas inside the CF being a rapidly heated or mixed outflow,
probably originating from the cD galaxy, and gas outside the CF being a Mo ∼ 0.03, slowly-cooling
inflow. In particular, entropy indicates an outside advection factor fKo ≃ 1.33± 0.04 that is approxi-
mately constant in all CFs, gauging the distance traversed by inflowing gas within a cooling time. In
contrast, 1.1 . fKi . 2.5 and 1 . fZ . 17 vary considerably among clusters, and strongly correlate
(3.1σ–4.2σ) with the virial mass, fKi ∝ M0.14±0.07200 and fZ ∝ M1.4±0.4200 , suggesting that each cluster
sustains a quasi-steady spiral flow.
Subject headings: galaxies: clusters: general galaxies: clusters: intracluster medium hydrodynamics
- intergalactic medium magnetic fields - X-rays: galaxies: clusters
1. INTRODUCTION
During the past two decades, high resolution X-ray
imaging of the intracluster medium (ICM) of galaxy clus-
ters (GCs) has revealed an abundance of thermal discon-
tinuities known as cold fronts (CFs; for a review, see
Markevitch & Vikhlinin 2007). These CFs have proved
to be useful diagnostics of the ICM. As one crosses
such a CF outward (i.e. with increasing distance from
the center of the GC), the plasma density sharply de-
creases (henceforth: drops) and its temperature sharply
increases (henceforth: jumps), over a length scale shorter
than the Coulomb mean free path (e.g., Ettori & Fabian
2000; Vikhlinin et al. 2001; Werner et al. 2016). CFs are
broadly classified into spiral-type and merger-type cate-
gories (e.g., Markevitch & Vikhlinin 2007), the former
presenting a quasi-spiral structure, and the latter show-
ing a bullet-like or other unrelaxed morphology associ-
ated with a recent merger event. Other, putative types of
CFs (e.g., Birnboim et al. 2010) were not yet detected.
We henceforth focus exclusively on spiral CFs.
Spiral-type CFs are tangential discontinuities, widely
believed to arise from large-scale, sloshing motions of the
ICM following some violent trigger event. Such CFs show
hydrostatic mass jumps that reveal nearly sonic tangen-
tial flows below the CFs (Keshet et al. 2010), with a typ-
ical Mach number M ∼ 0.8 (Naor et al. 2020, hence-
forth N20), and thermal pressure jumps that indicate
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magnetization levels enhanced by ∼ 10% below the CFs,
probably due to shear (Reiss & Keshet 2014, and N20).
Sloshing may be driven by mergers, possibly involving
only a dark matter subhalo (e.g., Tittley & Henriksen
2005; Ascasibar & Markevitch 2006; ZuHone et al. 2010;
Roediger et al. 2011), or by weak shocks or acoustic
waves that are propagating towards the GC center
(Churazov et al. 2003; Fujita et al. 2004). They may be
a feature of a long-lived spiral flow, shaping the clus-
ter core, not necessarily associated with a single violent
event (Keshet 2012).
Simulations of ICM sloshing are typically triggered
by a merger event (e.g., Ascasibar & Markevitch 2006;
ZuHone et al. 2010; Roediger et al. 2011; ZuHone et al.
2013; Ueda et al. 2019) and are usually adiabatic (see
however ZuHone et al. 2010, for non-adiabatic sloshing
simulations). The resulting spiral structure consists of
cold gas violently lifted from the central regions of the
cluster and gradually falling back to the center, and hot
gas that was initially trapped near the center and gradu-
ally rises back to its origin (Keshet 2012). The simulated
CF is thus found to isolate between two phases: an in-
ner phase lifted from the center by some radial factor
1 < fi . 2, and hot gas lowered from radii larger by
a comparable factor, fo ≃ fi (Ascasibar & Markevitch
2006); subscript i (o) denotes regions inside (outside) the
CF, namely below (above) it. However, in the presence
of radiative cooling, the hot phase is more likely to be an
inflow (Keshet 2012). Incorporating radiative cooling in
a merger-triggered sloshing simulation leads to a cooling
flow, only mildly slowed down by sloshing (ZuHone et al.
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The aforementioned drops in density and jumps in
temperature, pressure, and hydrostatic mass, reflect the
underlying ICM dynamics, evolving over the relatively
short, dynamical timescale. For a discussion of such dy-
namical characteristics of the spiral structure, its man-
ifestation in CFs, and its underlying flow, see N20. In
this paper, we focus on diagnostics of the CFs and spiral
structure that evolve much more slowly, over timescales
longer than the dynamical time, thus revealing the long-
term evolution of the ICM. By studying such diagnostics,
one can identify the role of additional physical processes,
in particular non-adiabatic heating and cooling, and con-
strain the mechanism giving rise to the spiral structure
and the underlying dynamics.
One such slowly-evolving diagnostic is the entropy of
a (Lagrangian) gas parcel, stable over a relatively long
timescale dictated by radiative cooling, non-adiabatic
heating, or heat conduction. The drop in electron den-
sity n and the jump in the electron temperature T , as
one crosses outside a CF, imply a substantial coinci-
dent jump in entropy, which we quantify by the adiabat
K = n−2/3kBT (hereafter referred to simply as entropy),
where kB is the Boltzmann constant. As we show below,
tracing the entropy jumps across CFs constrains the ICM
evolution over the recent . Gyr timescale.
Another slowly-evolving diagnostic is the metallicity Z
of a gas parcel, which typically varies in the ICM over
even longer timescales, associated with the expansion of
galactic winds and with turbulent diffusion. In spite of
the challenges involved in deprojecting the metallicity
profile, sharp drops in metallicity were recently estab-
lished across CFs (Sanders et al. 2005, 2016, N20). As we
show below, metallicity gradients over the relevant, spiral
lengthscales, evolve over long timescales, of several Gyr
or more. Therefore, tracing the metallicity drops across
CFs constrains the long-term evolution of the ICM. If
some violent, e.g., merger, event triggered the formation
of the spiral in the past few Gyr, a metallicity map can
directly trace the original gas distribution.
Combining these entropy and metallicity tracers pro-
vides a useful tool for testing and constraining models
for the origin and evolution of the spiral structure and
its underlying flow. In particular, consider a cluster with
some well-defined declining radial profile Z(r) and rising
profile K(r), that provide a good overall description of
the ICM, at least at an early stage before the onset of the
spiral flow. If the Lagrangian metallicity can be approxi-
mated as time-independent, then measuring the metallic-
ity Zi just below a CF yields the original radius ri of the
fluid element, through Z(ri) ≃ Zi. The original radius
of the fluid element just above the CF can be similarly
inferred from Z(ro) ≃ Zo. As long as the Lagrangian en-
tropy remains approximately time-independent, ri and
ro can be analogously inferred from Ki, Ko, and K(r).
We henceforth denote values based on metallicity (on en-
tropy) by subscript Z (K).
In a young spiral structure, of an age . Gyr shorter
than the entropy and diffusive timescales, metallicity and
entropy should independently agree on the same origin of
the phase below the CF, and similarly for the phase above
the CF. Namely, rK,i ≃ rZ,i < rcf should point at the
same inner radius, below the CF radius rcf, from which
gas has been lifted to rcf. Similarly, rK,o ≃ rZ,o > rcf
should similarly reflect the same outer radius, from which
gas was lowered to rcf. In an older, & Gyr spiral, K will
become increasingly modified by entropy-changing pro-
cesses, but Z will still be approximately preserved along
the flow. Consequently, differences will develop between
the two inner radii, rK,i and rZ,i, and between the two
outer radii, rK,o and rZ,o. Nevertheless, some correla-
tions within each pair should persist in this picture, in
which the CF entropy jump and metallicity drop arise
from the same dynamical mechanism. Note that the evo-
lution in rK,i is particularly sensitive, even over . Gyr
timescales, to the level at which the local thermal insta-
bility is quenched.
We study the entropy and metallicity distributions in
GCs with spiral structure, in order to constrain the un-
derlying flow and its history. Radial entropy and metal-
licity profiles are extracted from Chandra data, by de-
projecting the thermal properties along the line of sight.
For this purpose, we select eight spiral-type CFs in four
GCs: one CF in Abell 2029 (A2029, henceforth), one in
A2142, four in A2204, and two in the Centaurus cluster.
By deprojecting the data in angular sectors harbouring
these CFs, we deduce the K and Z values just above
and just below each CF. These newly deprojected CFs
are supplemented by a sample of eight high-quality de-
projected CFs from the literature.
GCs show rather universal radial profiles of entropy
(K ∝ r; e.g., Tozzi & Norman 2001; Voit et al. 2005;
Panagoulia et al. 2014; Reiss & Keshet 2015) and metal-
licity (Z ∝ r−0.3; e.g., Sanderson et al. 2009), when
properly rescaled. This universality suggests that the
aforementioned, unperturbed profiles K(r) and Z(r) can
be approximately determined. As a proxy of these pro-
files, we measure the (full-angle) azimuthal averages ofK
and Z in each of the analyzed clusters. Such an approx-
imation is good, provided that the flow and its trigger
mechanism do not introduce substantial non-adiabatic
or chemical changes in the overall, azimuthally averaged,
properties of the ICM.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we evaluate
the timescales of key physical processes operating in the
ICM. In §3, we describe the data reduction, spectral anal-
ysis, and models used to deproject the thermal profiles.
The analysis of advection toward spiral CFs is presented
in §4. Our results are summarized and discussed in §5.
We adopt a concordance ΛCDM model with a Hubble
parameter H0 = 70 kms
−1Mpc−1 and a matter fraction
Ωm = 0.3. An angular separation of 1
′′ is then equiva-
lent to a proper-distance separation of 1.45 kpc in A2029,
2.65 kpc in A2204, 1.68 kpc in A2142, and 0.22 kpc in
Centaurus. A 76% hydrogen mass fraction is assumed.
Errors are quoted at the single-parameter 1σ confidence
level, unless otherwise stated.
2. PROCESSES AFFECTING THE SPIRAL STRUCTURE
Before proceeding to analyze the advection implied by
the entropy and metallicity profiles, we evaluate the rel-
evance of K and Z as tracers of the long-term evolu-
tion of the ICM. For this purpose, we examine the typi-
cal timescales of physical processes in the ICM that can
substantially modify K and Z, and compare them to the
short, dynamical timescale that governs pressure balance
in the flow. We evaluate these timescales as a function
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of radius r, measured with respect to the center of the
GC, with an emphasis on the analyzed CF regions, as
illustrated in Figure 1.
Denote the characteristic radial lengthscale for thermal
variations in the spiral by ∆r, which is of order r. The
dynamical timescale can be defined as the sound crossing
time,
tdyn ≡ ∆r
cs
≃ 0.1∆100T−
1
2
3 Gyr , (1)
where ∆r ≡ 100∆100 kpc, cs = (γkBT/µ)1/2 is the speed
of sound, γ = 5/3 is the adiabatic index, µ ≃ 0.6mp is
the average particle mass, mp is the proton mass, and
kBT ≡ 3T3 keV.
This timescale is similar to the advection time along
the spiral, given the aforementioned evidence for M ≃
0.8 flows just below the CF. These flows are oriented
along the spiral pattern, which typically subtends an an-
gle α ≃ 0.2 rad with respect to the azimuth (Keshet
2012), so the advection time by the fast flow is
tadv,f ∼ (M sinα)−1tdyn ≃ 6tdyn . (2)
Fig. 1.— Timescales of key processes in GC spirals, derived based
on deprojected, azimuthally-averaged, radial profiles, in A2204
(curves with narrow, shaded 1σ confidence levels) and near all CFs
in our sample (symbols with error bars, labeled in upper axis),
plotted against the normalized radius rcf/R500. Timescales in-
clude the dynamical time (Eq. 1; red diamonds and dotted curve),
advection time of the fast flow (Eq. 2; magenta hearts and dashed-
dashed-dot curve), gravitational time (Eq. 3; brown down-pointing
triangles and dot-dot-dashed curve), cooling time (Eq. 5; blue rect-
angle and dot-dashed curve), heat conduction time (Eq. 8, green
squares and solid curve), and effective mixing time (Eq. 10; or-
ange up-pointing triangles and dashed curve), all evaluated for a
radial scale ∆r = rcf/2. Circled symbols indicate extrapolated val-
ues from the global profile. To show all symbols, some results are
slightly shifted in abscissa (here and in subsequent figures).
Another timescale, which may regulate the ICM dy-
namics in some sloshing scenarios, is the gravitational
time, which we define as
tgrav ≡
√
r3
GM(r)
≃ 0.5r 32100M
− 1
2
12 Gyr , (3)
where r ≡ 100r100 kpc. We assume that the hydrostatic
mass,
Mh(r) ≡ 1012M12M⊙ ≡ − r
2
µnG
∂r(n kBT ) , (4)
where G is the gravitational constant, provides an ad-
equate proxy for the gravitating mass M(r) for any r.
This assumption is inaccurate ifMh is inferred from n(r)
and T (r) in a narrow angular sector that harbors a nearly
sonic flow, where substantial discrepancies between M
and Mh are indeed identified, but it provides a reason-
able approximation if the sector is sufficiently wide.
The flow underlying GC spiral structures is found
to be sub-sonic, as expected from an apparently long-
lived, stable configuration. Entropy is mainly regu-
lated, therefore, by radiative cooling and non-adiabatic
heating. Various heating mechanisms were invoked
to explain the absence of cold gas and of excessive
star formation in the core, in spite of the fast cool-
ing (e.g., Fabian 1994; Hudson et al. 2010; Zhang et al.
2016; McDonald et al. 2018). Suggestions include ther-
mal conduction (e.g., Narayan & Medvedev 2001;
Zakamska & Narayan 2003) and self regulating AGN ac-
tivity (e.g., Gaspari et al. 2013; Martizzi et al. 2019),
as well as sound waves, shocks, cosmic-rays, viscous
heating, turbulent heating due to mergers, and galaxy
motion (for reviews, see McNamara & Nulsen 2012;
Fabian et al. 2017; Ruszkowski et al. 2017). However,
no mechanism was shown to quench both global and lo-
cal thermal instabilities, yet maintain the delicate spiral
structure and universal entropy profile, both of which
suggest a dynamical heating mechanism (Reiss & Keshet
2015).
As the core appears to show a balance between heating
and radiative cooling, and the dominant heating process
is yet to be identified, we assume that the heating and
cooling times are comparable theat ∼ tcool, and focus on
the cooling time,
tcool ≡ uth
j
≃ ζnkBT
(γ − 1)jx ≃ 40T3n
−1
3 Λ
−1
23 Gyr , (5)
where uth is the thermal energy density, j and jx =
n2Λ are the bolometric and X-ray emissivities, Λ ≡
10−23Λ23 erg cm
3 s−1 is the cooling function, ζ ≃ 1.9
is the ratio between particle number density and elec-
tron number density, and n ≡ 10−3n3 cm−3. For a given
GC redshift z, observed photon energy band {ǫa, ǫb}, and
given gas parameters T and Z, the spectral analysis pack-
age XSPEC1 provides the cooling function Λ. We model
Λ by interpolating tabular data from XSPEC, for the
given GC redshift and the observed energy band, i.e.
ǫa = 0.8 keV and ǫb = 7.0 keV.
In the spiral structure, hot and cold phases are
brought to relative proximity, so it is useful to es-
timate the timescale for radial heat conduction be-
tween these components. Naively, invoking the Spitzer
thermal conductivity (Spitzer 2006), κs ≃ 2.9 ×
1014 T
5/2
3 / ln(ΛS) erg s
−1 cm−1 K−1, one finds a very
short heat conduction time,
t
(s)
cond ≃
l2T
2Dκ
≃ nCv∆r
2
2κs
≃ 0.07n3∆
2
100LS
T
5/2
3
Gyr . (6)
1 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec
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Here, Dκ is the thermal diffusivity, Cv = γkB/(γ − 1) is
the heat capacity at constant volume, and
ln(ΛS) ≃ 38.9 + ln
(
T
3/2
3 n
−1/2
3
)
≡ 38.9LS (7)
is the Coulomb logarithm (Spitzer 2006). The radial
scale lT , corresponding to order unity changes in tem-
perature, is typically quite large in GCs, but is much
smaller in a spiral structure. For a logarithmic spiral,
which provides a reasonable approximation for observa-
tions (Keshet 2012), lT ≃ r.
However, strong magnetization, at the ∼ 10% equipar-
tition level, has been identified below CFs, likely asso-
ciated with fields largely oriented along the discontinu-
ity surface due to shear amplification (see ZuHone et al.
2011; Reiss & Keshet 2014, and N20). Such magnetic
field lines can suppress the radial heat conduction by
many orders of magnitude (e.g., Rosenbluth & Kaufman
1958). Assuming that the magnetic field neverthe-
less has a sufficiently tangled component, one can ap-
proximate the radial conduction by substituting lc in
Eq. (6) with its random walk estimate, l2c/lB, where
lB ≡ 10lB,10 kpc is the typical magnetic coherence
length in the ICM (estimated by, e.g., Carilli & Taylor
2002; Subramanian et al. 2006; Bo¨hringer et al. 2016,
and references therein). The radial heat-conduction
time thus becomes (e.g., Rechester & Rosenbluth 1978;
Narayan & Medvedev 2001)
tcond ≃ 6.9n3∆
4
100LS
T
5/2
3 l
2
B,10
Gyr . (8)
Note the strong scale dependence; below we take lB ∝ ∆r
and ∆r = f∆r, such that tcond ∝ f4∆r2.
Next, consider the processes governing changes in ICM
metallicity over & 10 kpc, spiral scales. Assuming that
the effects of galaxies are not correlated with the spiral
structure, we focus on particle diffusion. The diffusion
time can be estimated as (e.g., Spitzer 2006)
tdiff ∼ ∆r
2
vλ
>
∆r2
v rL
≃ ∆r
2
DB
∼ 1014BµG∆
2
100
T3
Gyr , (9)
where m, Ze, v, λ, and rL = mic v/(ZeB) are respec-
tively the mass, charge, velocity, mean free path, and
Larmor radius of the ion. We have assumed a mag-
netic field B ≡ BµG µG, and Bohm diffusion, DB =
c kBT/(16ZeB), where c is the speed of light. The above
inequality assumes magnetized particles scattered inside
their Larmor radii.
Such diffusion is too slow to dominate the mixing of
ions, and is subdominant to turbulent diffusion and ad-
vection. Turbulence in the ICM can substantially en-
hance diffusion on the relevant scales, but the resulting
timescale depends on the unknown properties of such
turbulence. If one simply assumes that turbulent dif-
fusion alone is responsible for the observed abundance
gradients in GCs, then the turbulence timescale would
be given by the mixing time (e.g., Rebusco et al. 2005;
Graham et al. 2006)
tmix ∼ 30∆2100 Gyr . (10)
However, this estimate stems from cluster cores har-
boring a spiral structure, associated with bulk flows
and ordered magnetic fields. Thus, the mixing time in
Eq. (10) may well be dominated by advection in the spi-
ral flow, with turbulent diffusion playing a minor role.
Advection should cause the metallicity below the CF to
evolve rapidly, on the advection time tadv,f of the fast
flow. The evolution of the overall metallicity distribu-
tion in the cluster should, however, be slower, depending
on the volume fraction of the fast flow and on the proper-
ties of other flow components. In a simple inflow–outflow
model, the spiral structure is dominated by a slow inflow
(Keshet 2012), giving an advection time tadv & 10tadv,f.
Spiral CFs provide an efficient isolation between the
gas phases above and beneath them, furnished by the
strong measured parallel magnetization (Reiss & Keshet
2014, and N20). Indeed, one infers a suppressed dif-
fusion across these CFs from their sharpness (e.g.,
Markevitch & Vikhlinin 2007) suppressed viscosity from
the strong shear (Keshet et al. 2010), and suppressed
heat conduction from the sharp temperature jump
(Ettori & Fabian 2000). The relevant radial lengthscale
is therefore the distance between CFs along a given ra-
dial ray. For the typical, logarithmic spiral one finds
in observations and simulations, the fractional distance
between consecutive CFs is e2piα ≃ 2–4 (Keshet 2012,
and N20). Hence, the relevant lengthscale below a CF
is approximately given by the CF radius, ∆r = f∆rcf ≃
(1− e−2piα)rcf, where 0.5 . f∆ . 1.
Figure 1 shows the timescales discussed above, plotted
against radius with respect to the GC center, normal-
ized by the radius R500 enclosing a mean density that
is 500 times the critical density of the Universe. The
timescales are computed using the azimuthally averaged,
deprojected thermal profiles, derived for each GC in §3.1
and §3.2. To avoid clutter, we plot the radial profile of
each timescale only in A2204 (curves), but also include
(symbols) each timescale evaluated at the radius of each
CF in every GC. CF radii may be found in Table 2, and
estimates of R500 for each GC are provided in Table 1. In
the figure, we adopt ∆r = rcf/2 and lB,10 = rcf/10; note
the strong dependence of some timescales, in particular
the conduction time, upon f∆.
As the figure shows, for the radial range relevant for our
CFs, the dynamical and gravity times are much shorter
than the timescales of processes that can modify the en-
tropy and metallicity. Hence, as anticipated in §1, we ex-
pect the K jumps and Z drops across these CFs to reveal
processes slower than those responsible for maintaining
the structure and pressure balance of the spiral. The
fast-flow region just below a discontinuity is interesting,
as entropy and metallicity are advected by this flow faster
than they can be modified by heat conduction and dif-
fusion. The Ki and Zi values can thus provide a handle
on the origin of the gas entrained by the fast flow. Out-
side the fast flow region, heat conduction and radiative
cooling are likely to be faster than advection and particle
diffusion, although this depends somewhat on the details
of the flow and the turbulence in the spiral. In these re-
gions, the timescale for evolution in Z is longer than for
K; in particular, Zo should provide a better handle on
the origin of the gas outside the CF than Ko.
Figure 1 also illustrated that the aforementioned
timescales are universal among different GCs. Namely,
each timescale inferred at the radius of each CF in ev-
ery GC (symbols) agrees with that timescale inferred in
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A2204 (curves), provided that radii are normalized by
R500. This is another testament to the self-similarity of
the thermal profiles in GCs, and justifies our joint anal-
yses of different GCs, in particular in N20 and below. In
particular, in what follows we use the best-fit power law
approximation for tcool obtained using the A2204 data,
tcool ≃ 6.2(r/0.05R500)1.6±0.1 Gyr . (11)
3. DATA REDUCTION AND DEPROJECTION
Here, we analyze the entropy and metallicity profiles
in the GCs A2029, A2142, A2204, and Centaurus, over-
all and in the vicinity of their CFs. The deprojection
analysis of N20 is used to infer the K and Z profiles in
angular sectors harboring each CF, and to extrapolate
each profile to the CF radius, on both sides of the CF.
The azimuthally-averaged profiles of K and Z in each
cluster are independently extracted in this work, from
raw Chanda data (§3.1 and §3.2), and deprojected along
the line of sight. With these results, in (§4), we make the
assumption that the azimuthally-averaged, deprojected
profiles, henceforth referred to as global profiles, approx-
imate the unperturbed ICM. By comparing a global pro-
file to the values of K and Z on each side of the CF, we
are then able to constrain the dynamics.
3.1. Data reduction
The GCs A2029, A2142, A2204, and Centaurus were
observed with the Chandra Advanced CCD Imaging
Spectrometer (ACIS). For details on the observations
and our analysis, see N20. Briefly, the raw data of these
GCs are processed by applying the standard event fil-
tering procedure. Periods of elevated background are
identified by using the 2.5− 7 keV light curve in a back-
ground region free of cluster emission on the ACIS chip.
We use the standard procedure of modelling the detector
readout artefacts and sky background. Exposure maps
are then created using Alexey Vikhlinin’s tools2. These
exposure maps account for the position- and energy-
dependent variations in effective area and detector ef-
ficiency (Weisskopf et al. 2002), using a MEKAL model.
The exposure maps and the images of the cleaned
event, background, and readout files of the different Ob-
sIDs are co-added in sky coordinates. After cleaning
and co-addition, images of the brightness, Sx, in the
0.8 − 7.0 keV energy band are created by subtracting
both background and readout files from the processed
event files, and dividing the outcome by the co-added ex-
posure map. For the Sx maps of the GCs A2029, A2204,
A2142, and Centaurus, see N20. In each GC, we exclude
point sources from our analysis by visually inspecting the
0.8− 7.0 keV Sx images.
3.2. Deprojection process
The deprojected thermal profiles in each angular sector
crossing a CF are presented in N20, where the deprojec-
tion procedure, assumptions, and underlying 3D models
are discussed. In Table 2 we present, for each of the CFs
analyzed in N20 (except the eastern CF in Centaurus;
see discussion in §4), the local K and Z values, extrapo-
lated to each side of the CF. Here, and henceforth, we use
sector notations comprised of the cluster identifier with
2 http://hea-www.harvard.edu/ alexey/CHAV/
letters designating the cardinal or intercardinal sector
direction; for example, A2029SW for the south-western
sector in the GC A2029.
As outlined above, in order to gauge the origin of gas
found above and below the CF, we require the full-angle
azimuthal-averaged, deprojected profiles of entropy and
metallicity in the GC. These so-called global profiles, de-
noted K(r) and Z(r), are constructed by using the ob-
served data to extract the projected profiles (see §3.2.1)
of brightness Sx, temperature Tproj, and metallicity Zproj,
and then fitting them with their projected counterparts
(see §3.2.2) based on parametric 3D models of n(r), T (r),
and Z(r). The global profiles are then identified as the
models K(r) = n(r)−2/3kBT (r) and Z(r), with the best-
fit parameters.
3.2.1. Projected quantities
The spectral procedure of extracting the projected pro-
files of Sx, Tproj, and Zproj is described in N20. The pro-
files are extracted in logarithmic radial bins, defined by
concentric circular rings. These bins are centered at the
GC center, defined as the X-ray peak. For our analyzed
GCs, this position coincides with the position of the cD
galaxy to within ∼ 10 kpc for A2142, and within ∼ 1 kpc
for the other three GCs. The innermost and outermost
radii of each observed property are determined by data
availability.
As A2029 and A2142 show a highly elliptical projected
morphology, for these two GCs we extract the projected
profiles also in elliptical bins. The elliptical morphol-
ogy is determined by the position angle, P.A., defined as
the orientation of the projected major axis (angle with
respect to the west, measured west to north), and the
minor-to-major axis ratio, b/a. We determine the pa-
rameters P.A. and b/a by fitting isophotes as ellipses,
not necessarily centered on the cluster center, and then
averaging the best-fit P.A. and b/a values. For A2029,
we thus find averages P.A. ≃ 111.2◦ and b/a ≃ 0.75. For
A2142, we find averages P.A. ≃ 39.6◦ and b/a ≃ 0.68.
As an elliptic substitute for the circular radius, we use
the distance from the GC center along the bisector of the
(single) CF sector, chosen in N20 for each cluster. The
projected profiles are finally extracted, using concentric
elliptical rings with logarithmic spacing in this elliptical
radius.
The azimuthally-averaged profiles of the projected Sx,
Tproj, and Zproj are shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c) for A2029
and in Figs. 3(a)–3(c) for A2142, with elliptical bins,
and in Figs. 4(a)–4(c) for A2204 and in Figs. 5(a)–5(c)
for Centaurus, with circular bins.
3.2.2. Model projection
In order to derive the three-dimensional deprojected
thermo-chemical properties n(r), T (r), and Z(r), we re-
quire three equations that relate these three quantities
to the three observed, projected profiles. The brightness
Sx is most sensitive to n, through the X-ray emissivity
jx(r) integrated over the line of sight l,
Sx =
∫
jx dl . (12)
The value of the thermal properties A ∈ {T, Z} may
be approximated, under certain assumptions, by the
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weighted average of A with weight WA, taken over the
volume V corresponding to a given angular bin b˘ and the
range of l,
Aproj(b˘) ≃
∫
WAAdV∫
WA dV
. (13)
Following N20, we use the weights WT =WZ = jx.
With parametric models for the spatial distributions
of n, T , and Z, one can carry out the above three inte-
grals, fit the observed, projected profiles, and thus derive
the model parameters. Next, we describe these three-
dimensional spatial models.
3.2.3. Three-dimensional models
Deprojection requires a 3D model for each of the
thermo-chemical properties, n, T , and Z. For simplicity,
we adopt spherically symmetric models, so each property
becomes a function of only the radius r. For clusters
A2029 and A2142, which show elliptical projected mor-
phologies, we also consider prolate-spheroidal models, as
typically suggested by observations and simulations; fur-
thermore, for simplicity, we assume that the major axis
of these prolate distributions lie on the plane of the sky
(see discussion in N20). As the parameters P.A. and b/a
were already determined based on the projected profiles,
each prolate thermo-chemical property too reduces to a
function of a single parameter, chosen again as the radius
along the CF bisector.
For the electron number density profile, we first
attempt a β-model (Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano 1976,
1978),
n(r) = n0
(
r2c + r
2
r2c + r
2
0
)− 3
2
βn
, (14)
Here, βn is the slope parameter, rc is the core radius,
r0 is a reference radius, and n0 = n(r0). If the β-model
yields a negligibly small rc (with respect to the radial
data range; as is the case for Centaurus), the model is
replaced by a power-law of index αn,
n(r) = n0
(
r
r0
)αn
. (15)
For A2029, the electron number density indicates a power
law, rather than a flat, core. We thus use an alter-
native model for this GC: a broken power law (see
Vikhlinin et al. 2006), where
n(r) = n0
(
r
r0
)αn (r2c + r2
r2c + r
2
0
)− 3
2
βn−
αn
2
. (16)
For the global T (r) and Z(r) profiles, we simply adopt
power-law profiles,
T (r) = T0
(
r
r0
)αT
, (17)
and
Z(r) = Z0
(
r
r0
)αZ
, (18)
respectively, with constant normalization factors T0 and
Z0, and power-law indices αT and αZ.
In A2142 and Centaurus, a power-law model does not
provide a good fit to the T (r) data; see for example
Fig. 4(b). For these two GCs, we thus use a broken
power law model (see Vikhlinin et al. 2006),
T (r) = T0
(
r
r0
)αT [1 + (r0/rT)bT] cTbT
[1 + (r/rT)bT ]
cT
bT
. (19)
Here, αT is the power-law index at small radii, cT is the
correction to the power-law index at large radii, rT is the
transition radius, and bT = −2 (following Vikhlinin et al.
2006) controls the width of the transition region. For the
prolate-spheroidal ICM distribution in A2142, we relax
the bT = −2 constraint, as it gives a non-physical entropy
drop at small radii.
In each GC, we have restricted the radial range of
each model according to data availability. The radial,
azimuthally-averaged profiles, of K and Z, are presented
in Figs. 2(d)–2(f) for A2029, Figs. 3(d)–3(f) for A2142,
Figs. 4(d)–4(f) for A2204, and Figs. 5(d)–5(f) for Centau-
rus. The best-fit parameters of the 3D models (Eqs. 14–
19) are given in Table 1, for each of the analyzed GCs.
4. MEASURING LARGE-SCALE ADVECTION
4.1. Underlying assumptions
In this section, we focus exclusively on the deprojected
results. The entropy and metallicity values near the
CF differ significantly from their azimuthally-averaged,
so-called global counterparts. Assuming that the spi-
ral structure does not substantially distort the latter,
these differences indicate the direction from which the
gas, presently found near the CF, has originated, and
provide some estimate of the distance it travelled. Note
that the instantaneous flow direction cannot be directly
inferred in this method because it may have reversed in
the past, as is the case in merger-induced sloshing.
If processes modifying the Lagrangian K and Z val-
ues were negligible, we could have used this method to
pinpoint the precise radii from which the gas parcels
presently above and below the CF have originated. If,
furthermore, the spiral flow was triggered by a sudden,
e.g., merger, event, then these radii would correspond to
the steady-state gas distribution prior to the event.
More realistically, however, we must take into account
such processes, shown in §2 to modify K over & Gyr
timescales, and Z over somewhat longer timescales. An
additional complication is that the flows above and be-
low the CF differ markedly in velocity; the much faster,
nearly sonic flow below the CF is, for a fixed travel dis-
tance, far younger, and less susceptible to Lagrangian
changes in K and Z.
One should keep in mind that the mechanism driving
the spiral structure has not yet been conclusively deter-
mined. While certain merger events were shown numer-
ically to drive the formation of a spiral, a link between
spirals and mergers is challenged by the short spiral life-
time in the presence of cooling, the ubiquity of spiral
structures, and by the fast flows inferred below CFs.
Note that, even if the spiral was created by a merger
event, it may be sustained over long timescales by other
processes, such as AGN bubbles. For a discussion, see
Keshet (2012).
In order to simplify the following discussion, we frame
our analysis of the entropy and metallicity distributions
with reference to the simplest model of weak, adiabatic
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 2.— Deprojection (top row) and advection (bottom row) analyses of A2029, assuming a prolate-spheroidal ICM distribution. The
profiles of projected, azimuthally-averaged observables (blue error bars) and projected best-fit global (i.e. radial, deprojected) models
(cyan curves) are plotted against the distance R from the GC center along the bisector of the CF sector. The top row shows the projected
profiles of surface brightness (panel a), temperature (panel b), and metallicity (panel c). The bottom row shows the global profiles (curves,
shaded at 1σ confidence levels, with extrapolations as dotted curves) of the deprojected entropy (panel d ; solid purple) and metallicity
(panel f ; dashed orange), as a function of the prolate radius r (chosen equal to R; see text). These profiles are compared (horizontal lines
for inferring the 1σ confidence levels) to the respective values measured below (down-pointed triangles with solid error bars) and above
(up-pointed triangle with dashed error bars) the CF, to estimate the radius of origin of the two gas phases. Also shown are the global
profiles deduced by simply assuming a spherical ICM distribution (dot-dashed; blue for K and brown for Z). Panel e is identical to d, but
shows CF values corrected (see Eqs. 22–26) against azimuthal variations (tilde-triangles).
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 3.— Same as Figs. 2, but for A2142. In panel f, due to the large error bars, symbols for the gas above (below) the CF are slightly
offset for visibility to the right (left); the CF radius lies between the two symbols (henceforth).
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sloshing. In this picture, the LagrangianK and Z values
are approximated as time-independent, the spiral struc-
ture is assumed to be violently seeded at some early
time, and the initial spatial distributions of K and Z are
assumed to be accurately captured by their presently-
measured azimuthal averages.
4.2. Measures of advection
Under these assumptions, we may directly compare the
entropy values Ki and Ko to the global profile K(r).
Such a comparison yields the radii {rK,i, rK,o} from which
the gas {below, above} the CF has originated, by solving
the equations
K ({rK,i, rK,o}) = {Ki,Ko} . (20)
Analogous origin radii {rZ,i, rZ,o} are inferred by com-
paring the metallicity values and profile, through
Z ({rZ,i, rZ,o}) = {Zi, Zo} . (21)
We define radial advection factors f as the fractional dis-
tances traveled by the gas according to these origin radii.
Anticipating the flow inside (outside) the CF to originate
from smaller (larger) radii, and in order to maintain fac-
tors f > 1 larger than unity, we thus define fKi ≡ rcf/rK,i
and fKo ≡ rK,o/rcf; analogously, fZi ≡ rcf/rZ,i and
fZo ≡ rZ,o/rcf.
In figures 2–5, panels d and f show how the origin
radii are inferred from the CF values; horizontal lines
demonstrate the determination of the 1σ confidence level
on the origin radius of each gas parcel. Table 2 provides
the advection factors f , evaluated for each CF, based
independently on K and on Z.
The above measures of advection are sensitive to the
values of the global radial profiles, interpolated to the
CF radius. However, K(rcf) and Z(rcf) may in practice
deviate from the values anticipated at the CF in the ab-
sence of advection, especially if azimuthal variations in
the ICM properties are substantial. We therefore intro-
duce somewhat more robust, mean advection measures,
fK and fZ . These factors depend on the functional form
of the azimuthal averages, but are less sensitive to their
precise interpolation — and in some cases, even extrap-
olation — to the CF.
To define fK , assume that the interpolated entropy
K(rcf) gives the anticipated CF value in the absence
of advection. Define effective entropy values below
and above the CF, K˜i and K˜o, based on this assump-
tion, while preserving the measured entropy jump qK =
Ko/Ki = K˜o/K˜i across the CF. Furthermore, let us
make the simplifying assumption of a symmetric distri-
bution around K(rcf), i.e. K(rcf)/K˜i = K˜o/K(rcf); par-
tial evidence for such a symmetry is discussed in §4.4.
We may now define effective origin radii, r˜K,i and r˜K,o,
corresponding to K˜i and K˜o, through
K˜i ≡ K(rcf)/√qK ≡ K(r˜K,i) , (22)
and
K˜o ≡ K(rcf)√qK ≡ K(r˜K,o) . (23)
As asymmetry was assumed between K˜i and K˜o, the
mean advection factor of these two phases,
fK ≡
√
r˜K,o/r˜K,i , (24)
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 4.— Same as Figs. 2, but for A2204, and assuming only a spherical ICM distribution. This GC harbors four CFs, found (with
increasing radii) in sectors A2204S (brown symbols), A2204E (purple), A2204N (green), and A2204W (red). Here, panel e shows metallicity,
rather than entropy, values, corrected against azimuthal variations.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 5.— Same as Figs. 4, but for Centaurus. This GC harbors two CFs, found (with increasing radii) in sectors A3526SW (red symbols)
and A3526E (purple).
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is most meaningful.
Analogous quantities are introduced based on the
metallicity profiles, namely
Z˜i ≡ Z(rcf)√qZ ≡ Z(r˜Z,i) , (25)
and
Z˜o ≡ Z(rcf)/√qZ ≡ Z(r˜Z,o) . (26)
The mean advection factor of the two phases, according
to metallicity, is similarly defined as
fZ ≡
√
r˜Z,o/r˜Z,i , (27)
in analogy with fK . The simplifying assumption of sym-
metry between Z˜i and Z˜o cannot be tested with present
uncertainties.
In figures 2–5, panel e shows such effective origin radii,
based on either K˜ or Z˜, depending on the reliability of
the K(r) and Z(r) interpolations to the CF. Horizontal
lines demonstrate again the determination of the 1σ con-
fidence intervals on these effective radii. Table 3 provides
the effective advection factors f , evaluated for each CF,
based on both K˜ and Z˜.
4.3. Advection analysis: overview
In the following, we examine the properties of advec-
tion inferred based on K in §4.4, based on Z in §4.5, and
based on the combined data in §4.6. The inferred ad-
vection properties are presented in Figures 6–10 and in
Tables 2–3. In some cases, the global K or Z profile esti-
mated in §3 do not cover a sufficiently large radial range,
so estimating the gas radius of origin requires extrapo-
lation; such results are highlighted by a circle in Figures
6–10, and by square brackets in Tables 2–3.
In A2204, four CFs were analyzed, and the global pro-
files were inferred for the full CF range, so this clus-
ter provides the most valuable insight into advection in
different parts of the cluster. In Centaurus, the pho-
ton statistics are excellent and two CFs were analyzed,
but the global profiles, interrupted by substructure, do
not reach the radius of the outer, eastern CF (A3526E),
which thus requires extrapolation. Therefore, in this CF
we exclude fi and fo from the statistical analysis, but
retain the more robust, fK and fZ factors. In A2029
and A2142, we were able to analyze only one CF sector
in each cluster. Additional deprojected CFs from the lit-
erature are used as well, but only the entropy profiles are
available.
4.4. Advection inferred from entropy
Inspection of Figs. 2—5 indicates that for all seven CFs
that can be compared to their respective global profiles
without extrapolation,
Ki < K(rcf) < Ko , (28)
in agreement with the assumption of gas just below
(above) the CF originating from a smaller (larger) radius.
The corresponding radial factors fKi and fKo, plotted in
Fig. 6 against the normalized CF radius, can thus be
used to gauge the flow toward the CF.
For the eighth CF, in A3526E, K(rcf) cannot be de-
termined without extrapolation; here, fKi and fKo are
distorted and excluded from the figure, whereas fK may
Fig. 6.— Advection factors below (left axis; blue symbols with
dashed error bars and curves) and above (right axis; red; solid)
the seven CFs with non-extrapolated K(rcf), plotted against the
normalized CF radius rcf/R500. Spherical (prolate) ICM models
are used for A2204 and Centaurus (A2029 and A2142). Best-fit
power-law models are provided (curves with shaded 1σ confidence
levels; see text) for the four CFs in A2204. Advection factors that
require extrapolation are marked by a circle (henceforth). The
horizontal dotted line corresponds to no advection.
still be meaningful (see Fig. 8). We include fKo in
A2142 although it requires extrapolation for the prolate,
albeit not spherical, model, because the extrapolation
is mild and to a region where both models are well-
behaved and in agreement. Similarly, we include the
mildly-extrapolated fKi in A2204. Extrapolated data
are circled in the figure.
Unlike the fast flow below the CF, the slow gas above
the CF is susceptible to radiative cooling and to the
compensating heating mechanism. Therefore, the radial
factor fKo is unlikely to retain memory of the full ad-
vection of gas above the CF, or its origin before slosh-
ing ensued. Instead, if cooling and heating are assumed
to be balanced, fKo only gauges the advection over the
recent cooling time, and should not vary much among
CFs. Indeed, we find that 1.3 . fKo . 1.5, with little,
σ(fKo) ≃ 0.08 dispersion among the seven CFs; the best
fit is
f¯Ko = 1.33± 0.04 (χ2ν ≃ 2.1) , (29)
where χ2ν ≡ χ2/ν is the reduced chi-squared value
(Pearson 1900), and ν is the number of degrees of free-
dom. Without the low value of fKo in Centaurus with its
small uncertainty, this becomes f¯Ko = 1.47±0.03 (χ2ν ≃
0.4).
The small, nearly constant, fKo ≃ 1.3 radial factor of
the slow phase, consistent with reflecting only the recent
advection within the last cooling time, directly identifies
this phase as a slow-cooling inflow. An opposite, out-
flow scenario seems highly contrived, as it would require
radiative cooling to be over-compensated by a heating
mechanism, raising the entropy of the gas as it moves
outward to a level higher than the surrounding, fine-
tuned instead with the environment at a radius ∼ 1.3
time larger. A stationary phase is similarly unlikely to
retain a constant fKo in the presence of cooling. It was
already pointed out (Keshet 2012) that the phase above
the CF is likely to be an inflow. The scaling of the inflow
velocity, discussed in §5, is shown to be consistent with
a simple inflow–outflow model (Reiss & Keshet 2015).
In contrast to the slow inflow above the CF, the nearly
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sonic,M∼ 0.8 gas below the CF cannot radiatively cool
over radial factors fi . 10. Unless this gas is rapidly
mixed or heated, it can thus retain its entropy over a
long timescale, so one expects substantial fKi variations
among CFs. Indeed,
1.1 . fKi . 2.5 (30)
shows a significant, σ(fKi) ≃ 0.35, dispersion among CFs
in different clusters. In general, it is more natural to iden-
tify a nearly sonic, persistent flow as an outflow (Keshet
2012; Reiss & Keshet 2015), but the direction of the fast
spiral flow below the CF was not conclusively identified
until now. Taking into account the radially rising K(r)
profile of this phase, its fast velocity, and the limited
range of fKi . 2.5, we can identify this phase as an out-
flow undergoing rapid heating or mixing; an opposite,
inflow scenario would require rapid non-radiative cool-
ing, which seems unlikely.
It is interesting to examine the behavior of the ad-
vection factors within a GC. The mean values for the
four CFs in A2204 are f¯Ko = 1.51 ± 0.02 (χ2ν ≃ 0.1)
with little, σ(fKo) ≃ 0.04 dispersion, and a somewhat
smaller, f¯Ki = 1.28± 0.07 (χ2ν ≃ 1.9) with σ(fKi) ≃ 0.1.
Excluding the extrapolated A2204S CF leaves these re-
sults, f¯Ko = 1.53±0.02 (χ2ν ≃ 0.04) and f¯Ki = 1.27±0.08
(χ2ν ≃ 2.7). To further test the uniformity in fKo inside
this cluster, we fit it by a power law model fKo ∝ rbcf,
giving a nearly flat b = 0.04 ± 0.03 (χ2ν ≃ 0.09). A
TS test (Wilks 1938; Mattox et al. 1996) comparing this
model with a uniform, fKo = const., null hypothesis,
gives ∼ 0.4σ, so the uniform model cannot be rejected.
Similarly testing fKi indicates a distribution consistent
with uniformity inside the cluster. Fitting a power-law
model, fKi ∝ rbcf yields b = 0.2 ± 0.1 (χ2ν ≃ 1.3), so a
mild increase with radius is possible. The homogeneous
null hypothesis, when compared to this power-law model,
gives a TS value of ≃ 1.8σ confidence, so cannot be re-
jected. Similarly, a Pearson linear correlation between
ln(fKi) and ln(rcf) gives R = 0.4+0.4−0.6, again consistent
with uniformity.
The small dispersion of fKi inside A2204 and its large
dispersion among different GCs suggests that the advec-
tion factors may be an inherent property of the GC. It
is not obvious that this should be the case. In merger-
induced sloshing, for example, the advection properties
are likely to be sensitive to the parameters of the merger,
more than to the parameters of the main GC. It is there-
fore interesting to correlate the advection factor within
a GC with other properties of the GC.
In Fig. 7, we plot fKi against a characteristic virial
mass of the GC. For this purpose, we use M200, defined
as the total mass inside a radius R200 containing a mean
density 200 times the critical density of the Universe.
Mass estimates are chosen, where possible, based on weak
lensing (references provided in Table 1). In Centaurus,
no weak lensing estimate is available, to our knowledge,
so we adopt an estimate of M200 derived from X-ray ob-
servations assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. In A2029,
A2142, and A2204, the masses inferred from weak lens-
ing and from X-rays are found to be consistent with each
other, indicating that using the X-ray-based mass in Cen-
taurus is reasonable. A Pearson linear correlation test
between ln(fKi) and ln(M200) for our sample of seven
CFs (i.e. excluding A3526E), yields the correlation co-
efficient R = 0.5+0.1−0.2, positive at the ∼ 2.3σ confidence
level. Fitting a power-law model fKi ∝ M b200 yields the
best-fit b = 0.14 ± 0.07 (χ2ν ≃ 5.1). A TS test for this
power-law model, with respect to the null hypothesis of
no mass dependence, f¯Ki = 1.26 ± 0.04 (χ2ν ≃ 5.9), re-
jects the null hypothesis at the ∼ 3.1σ confidence level.
These results suggest that the advection factor fKi is in-
deed an inherent property of the GC, sub-linearly scaling
with the virial mass.
Fig. 7.— The advection factor fKi below CFs, plotted against the
virial mass M200 of the GC (symbols), along with best-fit power-
law (solid curve, with shaded 1σ confidence level).
As fKo is approximately constant, while fKi increases
with GC mass, it is interesting to compute the ratio
fKi/fKo, and examine the validity of the symmetry as-
sumption used to define fK . In our best resolved CF,
A3526SW, we find comparable, fKi = 1.24 ± 0.02 and
fKo = 1.28± 0.03, so fKi/fKo = 0.97± 0.03. In A2204,
on average (weighted by statistical errors; henceforth)
we find 〈fKi/fKo〉 = 0.89 ± 0.06 (χ2ν ≃ 1.0). The
determination of fKi in the A2204S CF requires ex-
trapolation; excluding it leaves the result, 〈fKi/fKo〉 =
0.87 ± 0.07 (χ2ν ≃ 1.3), nearly unchanged. In A2029,
we find fKi/fKo = 1.7 ± 0.6, and in A2142, we find
fKi/fKo = 1.8± 0.3. It is unknown if fKi/fKo remains
near unity or becomes small for low-mass clusters.
We conclude that fKi and fKo are fairly similar, in
particular in our low mass GCs. It is thus useful to ex-
amine the advection factor fK , computed as defined in
Eqs. (22) and (23). This quantity provides a less noisy
and more robust measure of the advection, resilient to
some extent to azimuthal variations and extrapolation; in
particular, we may now consider also the A3526E sector.
The advection factors fK are plotted in Fig. 8(a) against
rcf/R500 for the eight analyzed CFs. As expected based
on the fKi and fKo behavior, fK too shows no signifi-
cant variations inside a cluster. For instance, the best-fit
power-law model fK ∝ rbcf gives b = 0.09 ± 0.06 for the
four CFs in A2204, and b = −0.09 ± 0.07 for the two
CFs in Centaurus, both results being consistent with a
constant fK .
As for fKi, we also examine a possible correlation of
fK with M200, plotted against each other in Fig. 9(a).
A Pearson linear correlation test between ln(fK) and
ln(M200) for our sample of eight CFs yields R = 0.7+0.1−0.2,
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(a) (b)
Fig. 8.— Mean advection factors fK (left panel) and fZ (right panel) of the newly analyzed CFs, plotted where available (symbols as
in Fig. 6) against the normalized CF radius rcf/R500. Best-fit power-law models (curves with shaded 1σ confidence levels) are shown for
A2204 (dashed blue), and for the two CFs in Centaurus (solid red).
(a) (b)
Fig. 9.— Same as Fig. 8, but with fK (left panel) and fZ (right panel) now plotted against GC mass M200, and including fK values
also for previously deprojected CFs from the literature (filled symbols). Best-fit power-law models for fK are shown for samples of eight
newly deprojected CFs (solid purple curve, with shaded 1σ confidence level), eight previously deprojected CFs (dotted blue), and the
joint sample (dot-dashed red). The best-fit power-law model for fZ is seen to be steeper (dashed orange, with shaded 1σ confidence
level). For presentation purposes, masses of two A2204 CFs are slightly offset. Data references for previously deprojected CFs: A133
(Randall et al. 2010), A496 (Tanaka et al. 2006), A1644 (Johnson et al. 2010), A1795 Markevitch et al. (2001), A2052 (de Plaa et al.
2010), A3158 (Wang et al. 2010), 2A0335 (Sanders et al. 2009), and M200 (Reiprich & Bo¨hringer 2002; Simionescu et al. 2017).
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positive at the ∼ 3.1σ confidence level. Fitting a power-
law model yields the best-fit
fK ∝M0.11±0.03200 (χ2ν ≃ 1.0) . (31)
A TS test for this power-law model, with respect to the
null hypothesis of no mass dependence, rejects the null
hypothesis at the ∼ 5.3σ confidence level. These results
are consistent with the above analysis of fKi, suggesting
that the mean-advection factor fK is an inherent prop-
erty of the GC, sub-linearly scaling with the virial mass.
In order to improve the statistics of our CF analysis, we
supplement it with eight CFs from six GCs that were pre-
viously deprojected in the literature, and are classified as
high-quality CFs in N20. In the absence of a deprojected
global profile, we assume that each of these GCs shows
the characteristic, linear entropy profile, K(r) ∝ r, typi-
cally inferred in GCs and galaxy groups (Reiss & Keshet
2015, and references therein). This approximation intro-
duces some error because the entropy power-law has con-
siderable dispersion around unity; for example, we obtain
K(r) ∝ r0.91±0.02 in A2029, K(r) ∝ r0.66±0.04 in A2142,
K(r) ∝ r1.47±0.03 in A2204, and K(r) ∝ r1.36±0.01 in
Centaurus.
For the sample of these eight previously deprojected
CFs, on their own accord, the Pearson correlation test
between ln(fK) and ln(M200) gives R = 0.5+0.2−0.3, positive
at the ∼ 1.7σ confidence level. A power-law model fit
fK ∝ M b200 gives b = 0.16 ± 0.04 (χ2ν ≃ 1.6), which is
TS-test favored over a mass-independent model (f¯K =
1.17± 0.05; χ2ν ≃ 3.5) at the ∼ 3.9σ significance level.
For the joint sample of 16 newly and previously depro-
jected CFs, the Pearson correlation coefficient is R =
0.6+0.1−0.1, positive at the ∼ 4.0σ significance level. A
power-law model is best fit with a slope b = 0.12± 0.03
(χ2ν ≃ 6.8). The null hypothesis of mass-independent
f¯K = 1.27± 0.03 (χ2ν ≃ 4.9) is TS-test rejected with re-
spect to this model at the ∼ 5.7σ confidence level. We
conclude that the mass-dependence of fK is robust.
4.5. Advection inferred from metallicity
Constraining the advection using metallicity is concep-
tually easier than using entropy, because cooling has no
effect, but in practice is more difficult, because the un-
certainties in Z are larger and the global Z(r) profile is
flatter, typically Z ∼ r−0.3 (Sanderson et al. 2009). As a
result, the uncertain Zi and Zo values are mapped, using
Z(r), onto origin radii rZ,i and rZ,o that are both highly
uncertain and typically lie beyond the measured global
profile, thus necessitating an extrapolation, as seen in
Figs. 2–5.
Consequently, with the present data, it is preferable to
treat rZ,i and rZ,o with caution. Instead, we study the
mean advection factor fZ , corresponding to the effective
origin radii r˜Z,i and r˜Z,o. The underlying assumption
of symmetry between Zi/Z(rcf) and Z(rcf)/Zo cannot
be rigorously established, although it appear to qualita-
tively hold in some cases (see Figs. 2(f) and 4(e)).
Two CFs, A2204S and A2142NW, are excluded from
the metallicity analysis. The A2204S sector suffers
from a combination of a previously unidentified, non-
modelled, nearby CF (at r ≃ 55 kpc), leaving only two
radial bins above the deprojected CF, with metallicity
oscillations that preclude a reliable fit. The A2142NW
sector shows an exceedingly large uncertainty in Zo, due
to the poor statistics at this peripheral radius, with very
low density found above the CF.
The remaining sample includes six CFs, all showing
fZ > 1, consistent with the sloshing picture. Four out
of these six CFs require extrapolation, as their fZ fac-
tors are large and the Z(r) profile is fairly flat. Figures
8–10 thus show different properties of fZ in the six-CF
sample, alongside the fK properties of the larger sam-
ple. We are unable to supplement the present analysis
with previously deprojected CF metallicity drops from
the literature, becasue the only relevant CFs are already
deprojected here.
While fKo and possibly fKi (and thus fK) variations
inside a GC are limited by nonthermal cooling and heat-
ing, fZ may vary considerably inside a GC. Fitting the
three remaining CFs in A2204 with a power-law model
fZ ∝ rbcf (see Fig. 8(b)) suggests a radially rising profile,
b = 1.6± 1.7 (χ2ν ≃ 0.7), but the uncertainty is substan-
tial. TS-testing this model with respect to a homoge-
neous fZ null hypothesis gives∼ 0.7σ, so the null hypoth-
esis cannot be rejected. Similarly, a Pearson linear cor-
relation test between ln(fZ) and ln(rcf) yields a positive
but highly uncertain correlation coefficient R = 0.6+0.3−1.2.
Qualitatively similar results are obtained in Centaurus,
where a similar power-law fit indicates b = 0.3 ± 0.2,
slightly positive but still consistent with a uniform ad-
vection factor. We conclude there is preliminary evidence
for radially-increasing fZ(r), but the poor statistics pre-
vent a meaningful measurement at this stage.
A Pearson linear correlation test between ln(fZ) and
ln(M200) in the six-CF sample (Fig. 9(b)) yields the
correlation coefficientR = 0.7+0.2−0.3, positive at the ∼ 2.0σ
confidence level. Best fitting a power-law model yields a
significantly positive best-fit slope,
fZ ∝M1.4±0.4200 (χ2ν ≃ 0.4) . (32)
A TS test for this model with the null hypothesis of a
mass-independent fZ rejects the null hypothesis at the
∼ 4.2σ confidence level. These results indicate that fZ is
a rather strong function of virial mass, rising significantly
faster than its entropy-based counterpart, fK(M200).
This correlation manifests in large metallicity-based
advection factors in massive clusters, greatly exceeding
their entropy-based counterparts. Among the CFs in
A2204, we find f¯Z = 7 ± 3 (χ2ν ≃ 0.6) on average,
noticeably larger than their entropy-based counterparts,
f¯K = 1.43± 0.04 (χ2ν ≃ 1.1) on average. An even larger,
fZ = 17
+24
−10 is found in A2029, far exceeding the entropy-
based estimate, fK = 1.7 ± 0.2. For the two CFs in
the low-mass Centaurus, on the other hand, we find a
modest, f¯Z = 1.2 ± 0.1 (χ2ν ≃ 3.3), comparable to the
entropy-based, f¯K = 1.26± 0.02 (χ2ν ≃ 1.7).
In massive clusters, the tension between the large fZ
factors and the modest fK factors supports the above
conclusion, reached in §4.4 by analyzing fKi and fKo. In
these clusters, substantial entropy differences associated
with large-scale advection appear to be largely dissipated
by non-thermal processes, in particular radiative cooling
for the slow inflow, and heating or mixing for the fast
outflow. These processes may play a lesser role in lower-
mass clusters such as Centaurus, where fZ and fK are
found to be in approximate agreement. In such a case,
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the approximately equal fKi and fKo in Centaurus may
reveal an unbiased, symmetric advection.
4.6. Entropy-based vs. metallicity-based advection
The preceding discussion suggests a strong correlation
between the advection factors inferred from entropy and
those inferred from metallicity. Such a correlation is in-
deed expected in any model in which advection plays an
important role. In particular, recall that in the adiabatic,
merger-driven sloshing model, one expects fK ≃ fZ .
In Fig. 10, fK is plotted against fZ for the sample
of six CFs for which both quantities are available. A
Pearson linear correlation test between ln(fZ) and ln(fK)
indicates a positive correlation coefficient R = 0.7+0.2−0.3,
marginally significant at the ∼ 1.9σ confidence level. A
power-law model is best-fit by a shallow slope,
fK ∝ fZ0.08±0.03 (χ2ν ≃ 1.1) , (33)
associated with the large variation in fZ vs. the small
variation in fK . A TS test of this model against a null
hypothesis of constant fK , rejects the null hypothesis at
the ∼ 4.9σ confidence level.
Fig. 10.— Mean advection factors fK and fZ , plotted against
each other. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 8. The best-fit power-
law model (dashed brown curve with shaded 1σ confidence level)
is much shallower than the fK = fZ of adiabatic sloshing (black
solid curve).
These results show a positive correlation between the
advection factors inferred from entropy and from metal-
licity, with the latter becoming very large in massive
clusters. The positive correlation supports a model in
which CFs are a manifestation of large-scale advection,
due to some dynamical process reflected both in entropy
and in metallicity. However, the mass dependence of fZ
is much stronger than that of fK , leading to a shallow
fK(fZ) that is inconsistent with the fK ≃ fZ behav-
ior (solid line in Fig. 10) anticipated in the adiabatic,
merger-driven sloshing model.
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We study the entropy K and metallicity Z distribu-
tions around spiral CFs in GCs, in order to measure the
advection of the gas and constrain the underlying flow.
We focus on K and Z because they are thought to evolve
on timescales (see Fig. 1) much longer than the dynami-
cal time, providing clues that supplement the dynamical
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constraints inferred previously on pressure balance and
shear (N20, and references therein). The timescales of
ICM processes relevant for Lagrangian evolution in K
and Z, reviewed in §2, show considerable self-similarity
among GCs, collapsing to universal profiles if radii are
normalized by R500. Such self-similarity warrants a uni-
fied study of multiple CFs in several GCs.
We focus on eight CFs that were recently analyzed in
N20: one CF in A2029 (see Fig. 2), one in A2142 (Fig. 3),
four in A2204 (Fig. 4), and two in Centaurus (Fig. 5).
The deprojected profiles of these CFs all show entropy
jumps, and all but one show metallicity drops (bottom
panels of Figs. 2–5). Table 2 provides the statistics of K
and Z on each side of each CF.
It would be interesting to compare the different val-
ues of K and Z, on each side of a CF, to their expected
values in the absence of a CF. As a proxy of these pu-
tative values, we use the azimuthally-averaged K and Z
in the host GC, at the radius of the CF: spherical ra-
dius in A2204 and Centaurus, and elliptical radius in the
morphologically elliptical A2029 and A2142.
For this purpose, raw Chandra data of the four GCs
(see §3.1) are reduced and analyzed (see §3.2) in order to
derive the deprojected, full-angle azimuthally averaged,
thermo-chemical profiles in each GC. The averaged, so-
called global, profiles of density, temperature, entropy,
and metallicity, are shown in Figs. 2–5. Table 1 pro-
vides the best-fit parameters of the deprojected models
(Eqs. 14–19) for these profiles.
The low K and high Z values found below a CF sug-
gest that this gas phase rose from a deeper part of the
GC at some time in the past. Analogously, the high
K and low Z values found above the CF suggest that
this phase had an earlier peripheral origin. Such an hy-
pothesis can be tested, for example by correlating the K
and Z offsets with each other. The interpretation of the
results is complicated by the very different velocities of
the two components, and by the different timescales of
Lagrangian K and Z evolution.
To simplify the analysis, we parameterize it in terms of
an oversimplified, adiabatic weak sloshing picture. Here,
a steady-state GC is assumed to be perturbed in the
past by some violent, e.g., merger, event, leading to an
ideal flow with no Lagrangian K or Z evolution, that
in addition maintains approximately the same global K
and Z profiles of the unperturbed gas. In such a model,
the K and Z values near the CF would both accurately
correspond to the same, so called origin, radius of the
gas prior to the perturbation.
Comparing the local K and Z values near the CF to
the respective global profiles, we thus derive the origin
radii, rK,i and rZ,i, for the gas below the CF, and origin
radii rK,o and rZ,o for the gas above the CF (see defini-
tions 20–21). In the weak adiabatic sloshing model, one
expects rK,i = rZ,i and rK,o = rZ,o; furthermore, simula-
tions (e.g., Ascasibar & Markevitch 2006) suggest that
approximately rcf/ri ≃ ro/rcf ≃ 1–2. The measured radii
and their associated uncertainties are illustrated in pan-
els d and f of Figs. 2–5.
The entropy data, which can be measure to better
accuracy than metallicity, indicate radial advection fac-
tors fKi ≡ rcf/rK,i and fKo ≡ rK,o/rcf (see Fig. 6 and
Table 2) that are approximately uniform inside a clus-
ter. In the best-studied case of A2204, we find averages
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f¯Ki = 1.27± 0.08 and f¯Ko = 1.53 ± 0.02, which are ap-
proximately equal, with a ratio 〈fKi/fKo〉 = 0.87± 0.07
(χ2ν ≃ 1.3). These results indicate large-scale gas advec-
tion over factors > 1.5 in radius, consistent with global
sloshing in the cluster.
Moreover, we find that fKo is consistent with being
constant not only inside A2204, but also among CFs
in different GCs. Averaging all seven CFs that do not
require extrapolation (i.e. excluding A3526E) yields
f¯Ko = 1.33 ± 0.04 (χ2ν ≃ 2.1). This result suggests that
the entropy of the slow gas phase above the CF is ther-
mally regulated, in particular by radiative cooling, so fKo
does not directly reflect the spatial advection factor. In-
stead, fKo imposes a lower limit on the advection factor,
and gauges the advection of gas over the recent cooling
time. Taking into account the monotonically rising K(r)
profile of gas above the CF, we identify this phase as a
slow, cooling, spiral inflow.
Let us assume that over timescales longer than tcool,
radiative cooling of the slow inflow can be balanced by
some compensating heating or mixing mechanism, so its
entropy would equilibrate with its surrounding. Under
such circumstances, the advection of gas above the CF
would pinpoint its origin at a time ∼ theat ∼ tcool ago.
The inflow Mach number may then be estimated as
Mo = vo
cs
∼ (fKo − 1)6r
cstcool
∼ 0.01 r−0.6±0.1100 T−1/23 , (34)
where we used the best-fit tcool(r) of Eq. (11). For the
four CFs in A2204, in particular, we obtain on average
M¯o ≃ 0.026± 0.007.
In contrast to the uniform behavior of fKo, we find a
substantial dispersion among the 1.1 < fKi < 2.5 values
in different GCs. The nearly constant fKi value of the
four CFs inside A2204 suggests that this factor should be
viewed as a property of the GC, possibly correlating with
the GC parameters. Indeed, we find that fKi correlates
(at the ∼ 3.1σ TS-test level) with the GC mass M200
(see Fig. 7), scaling as fKi ∝M0.14±0.07200 .
In some GCs, azimuthal variations and data limita-
tions require extrapolation, so we define in Eqs. (22–26)
effective, symmetric, more robust origin radii r˜K and
r˜Z , illustrated in panels e of Figs. 2–5. The geometri-
cal means fK ≡ (r˜K,o/r˜K,i)1/2 and fZ ≡ (r˜Z,o/r˜Z,i)1/2 of
these effective advection factors are provided in Table 3,
and depicted in Figs. 8–10. These mean factors pro-
vide more robust estimates of the advection, although
they cannot distinguish between different advection fac-
tors below and above the CF.
Both fK (see §4.4) and fZ (§4.5) are consistent with
being uniform inside a GC, but the best fit for fZ prefers,
within the poor statistics, a super- (sub)-linearly rising
fZ(r) profile inside A2204 (Centaurus); see Fig. 8. We
find a strong correlation between fK and fZ , with co-
efficient R = 0.7+0.2−0.3, supporting large-scale advection
as the common origin of both phenomena. The scaling
fK ∝ fZ0.08±0.03 (χ2ν ≃ 1.1) is inconsistent with adia-
batic model (see Fig. 10), indicating substantial cooling
of the hot phase and heating or mixing of the cold phase.
The large-scale advection we find depends strongly on
the GC mass, as revealed by strong correlations of both
fK and fZ with M200 (see Fig. 9). The entropy jumps
in our CF sample indicate a weak but significant mass
dependence, fK ∝ M0.11±0.03200 (χ2ν ≃ 1.0). This result
is supported by a sample of eight high-quality CFs that
were previously analyzed in the literature, which alone
gives fK ∝M0.16±0.04200 (χ2ν ≃ 1.6). The metallicity-based
data show a stronger mass dependence, fZ ∝ M1.4±0.4200
(χ2ν ≃ 0.4), with large fZ in massive clusters.
Unlike entropy, metallicity is insensitive to cooling and
heating processes, although its gradients too can be dissi-
pated by mixing. The metallicity-based factors fZ there-
fore reflect more faithfully the spatial advection. The
advection factors we infer vary between f¯Z = 1.2 ± 0.1
(χ2ν ≃ 3.3) in the lower-mass Centaurus, to f¯Z = 10+4−3
(χ2ν ≃ 0.6) in the massive clusters A2029 and A2204.
The large fZ and small fK factors found in massive
clusters support the aforementioned conclusion, that the
entropy-based advection factors are regulated, at least
in these clusters, by non-thermal processes. In particu-
lar, in A2204, comparing the large fZ = 7 ± 3 with the
small fKo ≃ 1.5 is consistent with the entropy of the slow
inflow being strongly regulated by radiative cooling.
The cold gas below the CF was previously identified
as a fast, Mi ∼ 0.8 flow (Keshet et al. 2010, N20). The
direction of this flow, in particular its identification as
either an outflow or an inflow, was until now unknown
(but see indications for it being an outflow in Keshet
2012; Reiss & Keshet 2015, which also discuss the three-
dimensional structure of the spiral flow). Such a fast flow
is not substantially affected by radiative cooling within
the fKi . 2.5, entropy-based radial factors. However,
fKi is found to be nearly independent of r, whereas the
cold phase has a nearly linearly rising K(r) profile, thus
indicating that some non-thermal mechanism is rapidly
modifying the entropy of this cold phase. Such a mecha-
nism is most likely to heat the gas, by some non-adiabatic
mechanism such as gas mixing, immediately identifying
the cold phase as an outflow.
The mechanism maintaining a nearly constant, fKi ≃
1.3 factor, must be able to efficiently heat the fast out-
flow over a short, ∼ (fKi − 1)6r travel distance. This
corresponds to a short, ∼ 0.3r100T−1/23 Gyr timescale,
suggesting a combination of mixing and heat conduction
over the narrow width of the fast flow layer (see Naor et
al. 2020, in preparation).
The large fZ factors, on their own accord, similarly
suggest that the cold gas below the CF is an outflow,
as the opposite scenario seems implausible. Indeed, it
is difficult to envisage a mechanism collecting very high-
metallicity gas from the cluster periphery and channel-
ing it inward toward the center, maintaining a nearly-
azimuthal velocity close to the speed of sound.
Moreover, if gas mixing is not substantial, metallicity
can pinpoint the origin of the outflow, and a linear fZ ∝ r
should emerge. The large fZ factors found in A2204 and
A2029 (albeit not in Centaurus) would thus suggest an
outflow stemming from the cD galaxy, especially if these
results and the strong fZ(z) dependence in A2204 could
be securely established with future observations.
The emerging picture of a mixed spiral flow, consist-
ing of a fast outflow below the CF and a slow cooling
inflow above the CF, differs from the flow pattern seen
in sloshing simulations. Here, a simulated violent event
such as a merger perturbs the core, which subsequently
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returns to equilibrium, so the low entropy, high metal-
licity phase below the CF is an inflow. Such simulations
tend to show modest advection factors (∼ 2; see e.g.,
Ascasibar & Markevitch 2006), that depend more on the
details of the merger event and on the time that elapsed
since the merger (Gal et al., in prep.), and less on the
mass of the host GC. Additional challenging observa-
tions include the ubiquity of spirals, suggesting stability
against radiative cooling and little dependence on the
timing of a recent merger, and outflow velocities which
are nearly sonic and approximately azimuthal.
Mixed spiral inflows–outflows were modelled previ-
ously in Keshet (2012); Reiss & Keshet (2015), and were
shown to reproduce some properties of GCs, in par-
ticular stability against radiative cooling and the ob-
served, linearly rising entropy profile. Interestingly, the
vo ∝ r−0.6±0.1 scaling inferred in Eq. (34) for the in-
flow velocity is marginally consistent with the r−3/7 scal-
ing anticipated in such a simple inflow–outflow model
(Reiss & Keshet 2015). However, a central simplifying
assumption of these models is the approximation of the
fast outflow as adiabatic; the rapid heating of this compo-
nent, presumably triggered by mixing, was only crudely
incorporated.
Our results are challenged by the small size of the CF
sample and by deprojection uncertainties. For instance,
the two most massive GCs in our sample are also those
showing an elliptical morphology and thus modeled as
prolate spheroids, so any geometric dependence of the ad-
vection factors would bias our results. Our results can be
tested and better modeled by expanding the CF sample,
utilizing future deprojection methods more suitable for
the non-spherical gas distribution, non-adiabatic numer-
ical simulations, and deep X-ray observations. In partic-
ular, space telescopes such as XRISM and ATHENA, ex-
pected to become operational in the next decade, should
provide far better constraints on the spiral structures and
their underlying flow.
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